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This is a reprinted book.
Parents and children will enjoy this story book that has 365 read-aloud stories from the Bible. And with over 100 illustrations, 'The
Bedtime Bible Story Book' makes reading time a delightful learning experience.
Carlo Pietzner speaks, out of his own ego-directed, inner experiences, about several motifs inherent to inner striving: the problem
of self in relationship to the world, the disintegration of the three soul forces, the transition from sense perception to spiritual
perception, the reality of evil, the condition of loneliness, and more.
Two of today's maverick authors on anomalous experience present a perception-altering and intellectually thrilling analysis of why
the paranormal is real, but radically different from what is conventionally understood. Whitley Strieber (Communion) and Jeffrey J.
Kripal (J. Newton Rayzor professor of religion at Rice University) team up on this unprecedented and intellectually vibrant new
framing of inexplicable events and experiences. Rather than merely document the anomalous, these authors--one the man who
popularized alien abduction and the other a renowned scholar and "renegade advocate for including the paranormal in religious
studies" (The New York Times)--deliver a fast-paced and exhilarating study of why the supernatural is neither fantasy nor fiction
but a vital and authentic aspect of life. Their suggestion? That all kinds of "impossible" things, from extra-dimensional beings to
bilocation to bumps in the night, are not impossible at all: rather, they are a part of our natural world. But this natural world is
immeasurably more weird, more wonderful, and probably more populated than we have so far imagined with our current
categories and cultures, which are what really make these things seem "impossible." The Super Natural considers that the natural
world is actually a "super natural world"--and all we have to do to see this is to change the lenses through which we are looking at
it and the languages through which we are presently limiting it. In short: The extraordinary exists if we know how to look at and
think about it.
"The bestselling author probes the ultimate meaning behind today's increasing reports of UFOs, alien abduction, crop circles, and
other unexplained phenomena--and what it signifies for humanity's immediate future."--Jacket.
With its broad range of current and bestselling nonfiction titles -- including biography, history, essays, humor, politics, popular
science and memoirs -- this series fills the need for books that appeal to men. Occasionally there are also travel, self-help, and
health guides geared to today's mature reader.1998 was the most violent year in the history of weather, and ended as the hottest
year ever recorded. According to a 1999 report, worldwide temperatures are rising much faster than expected. Global warming is
about to cause the North Atlantic Current, which pumps warm water into the Arctic, to suddenly drop to a more southerly route.
This will cause an explosive change in climate, spawning a massive storm. This is a spirited call to action, a careful and
impressively researched examination of the best of modern environmental science in the most compelling and necessary book of
the millennium.
Discovering that the polar ice caps are melting, flooding the world, followed by the return of frigid weather, climatologist Jack Hall races to
reverse the ecological destruction and to rescue his rebellious son, trapped in a frozen New York City.
Discover more Joy and grace in Holy Communion: You'll be surprised at how easy it is to break out of the dullness that obscures the glory of
meeting our Lord in Communion. You'll learn how to approach Communion not as a duty, but as a preparation for heaven.
The bestselling author probes the ultimate significance behind today's increasing reports of UFOs, alien abductions, crop circles, and other
unexplained phenomena-and what they mean for humanity's immediate future. In 1987 writer Whitley Strieber exposed the world to the truth
about alien abduction in his landmark memoir, Communion. For the first time in years, Strieber revisits his encounter with alien intelligencesbut now dramatically widens his search to explore how "the visitors" connect with today's persistent and globe-spanning reports of anomalous
phenomena, such as crop circles, cattle mutilations, UFO sightings, alien abductions, near-death experiences, close encounters, and
unexplained bodily implants. In his magisterial style, Strieber contextualizes these bizarre and unsettling reports with his own childhood
memories of strange schools, sinister experiments, and family secrets. In exploring today's most convincing cases of unexplained
phenomena, Strieber reasons that they are not unrelated events. Nor are they the result of mass delusion. In some of his most persuasive
writing, Strieber argues that the wave of mysterious episodes marks a transition that humanity is undergoing right now. Against all conscious
understanding, we are experiencing a broadened awareness of dimensions of reality that exist beyond our current perceptions.
The author of the controversial bestseller Communion presents a collection of letters from people who have first-hand experience with
mysterious phenomena such, as unexplained scars and implants, alien abduction, and childhood visitations. Original.
The author of "The Wolfen" and "The Hunger" tells the true story of his encounters with intelligent nonhuman beings and explains how his
initial skepticism turned into a frightened but clear and open curiosity
"Jesus: A New Vision is at once a magisterial work of scholarship and a completely new approach to the meaning and message of Jesus. It
comes at a time when the western world is divided between a declining number of believers in Christian doctrine and an ever-increasing
number of people who feel that Jesus was nothing more than a religious zealot who was executed for the crime of sedition. What if neither of
these approaches is right? What if Jesus really did perform miracles, including the resurrection, but that this says not that he was a deity, but
that he was exercising human powers which are buried within us all, and which we do not suspect are there? By exploring the life of Jesus
and his teachings in an entirely new way, Jesus: A New Vision sheds fresh light on the meaning and power of his parables, explores the
mysteries of the gospels of Thomas and Mary with fresh insight, and explains why, as Strieber puts it, he “committed suicide by crucifixion.”
It also addresses the questions that continue to surround the Shroud of Turin, exploring both the science that concluded that it was a
medieval forgery and the more recent studies that have shown it to be something very different. It explores what happened after Jesus’s
death that led to the ultra-violence that destroyed the entire polytheistic culture of the Roman Empire, and explains why this greatest of all
human revolutions happened, relating it to the pandemics and uncontrollable migrations that resulted from a climate change event that began
around 150 A.D. and led to extraordinary disruptions that the Romans, knowing nothing of solar variability, blamed on their
gods."--Amazon.com
The searing new novel from bestselling author Strieber explores the unthinkable but very real possibility of terrorists launching a nuclear
weapon.
When a young woman Father John Rafferty has been counseling is murdered in his Greenwich Village church, Father John is plagued by
public scorn, private doubt, and by an ancient evil lurking in the church
Physicist Pete Kelly discovers that he is to blame for somehow releasing the monstrous creature that has come out of the depths of the
unknown to threaten his pregnant wife and his entire town. 60,000 first printing. $60,000 ad/promo. Tour.
My First Holy Communion invites children to learn and to love the words we hear, pray, and sing at Mass each week. From the Introductory
Rites to the Concluding Rites, this book helps children to understand why we gather as a community on Sundays to celebrate the Liturgy of
the Eucharist.
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A Catholic boy describes preparations for his First Holy Communion, the ceremony itself, and how it feels to be with Jesus in a special new
way.
Shares the true story of how an unknown visitor came to the author's hotel room in 1998 and imparted extraordinary lessons in personal
development that challenged his views on the meaning of life and the human tendency toward violence.

This binding of the Marian children's Mass Book, features a padded hardcover binding with gold stamped, cover and
spine. White edges. Black cover. Boy version.
An emissary from the Vatican investigates the foul play surrounding the pending demolition of a crumbling church in the
heart of old Seville, in a sophisticated thriller by the author of The Club Dumas. Reissue. 25,000 first printing.
From the author of the multi-million-copy bestseller "Communion" comes a bookwhich presents the first hard, physical
evidence concerning alien presence onEarth.
CommunionA True StoryBeech Tree Paperback Book
Jesus loves us so much that He gives Himself to us every time we receive Him in the Blessed Sacrament. This charming
softcover coloring book, with 33 divine pictures inspired by antique prayer cards and the Holy Saints of old, is made
specifically for ages 4-12 years old, and can be loved by both boys and girls.
Drawing from a lifetime of research and his own experiences, Strieber, author of Communion, offers up a fictional
account of the conspiracy behind the alien presence on Earth while also giving us a startling look inside the alien mind.
Meet the Three Thie
It is time for the truth to be told... On July 2, 1947 something crashed in the desert outside of Roswell, New Mexico. An explosion
of light and sound made the sheep wail, the chickens squawk, and the children scream. And then the ranchers heard a noise they
thought could only have come from the devil himself. For forty years, Majestic Agency director Wilfred Stone helped the CIA
pretend the landing never happened. Then his conscience got the better of him. This is the real story, told to reporter Nicholas A.
Duke by the guilt-racked shell of the man who once worked tirelessly to cover it all up. It is a truth so terrifying that Whitley Strieber
had to call it fiction. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A handful of Americans fight a terrifying worldwide movement to depopulate the earth that is on the brink of environmental collapse
Providing proof of the existence of extraterrestrials here on earth, the author relives the encounters he and many others have had
with alien beings and offers an interpretation of their meaning
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